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This post here is my own mistake, partially yahoo as well. Obviously how they 
made the group is full of glitches, lags and bullshit. Unfortunately, this happens 
all the time. It will not even let me post properly.Anyways. 
 
Lately, I notice obviously how many Racial separation topics are coming up. This 
is very positive and shows people are grasping the bigger picture. What many 
people fail to see, is beyond themselves. Egocentric people always cry, whine, 
flame others. I have to remind people that, themselves is unfortunately NOT 
where the universe revolves around. 
 
The universe revolves around laws, life revolves around laws and many things 
are universal laws. Like you need oxygen, food and drink and so on so forth, 
there are many many things that even if 21st-century humans cannot accept are 
law; Natural Law. Most when hearing about Racial separation grow infuriated and 
they have no clue why. Some say "Oh myself I am mixed" or "I love a woman of 
Another Race" or "My juden teacher said separating the Races is bad" or all sorts 
of whining. 
For one Racial separation has to take place as under jewish rule, Gentile Races 
are starting to extinct. One they are forcing to destroy is now the White Race. It 
could be the Black Race or the Chinese Race or whomever else. Do not think if 
we let them, they will spare you. They will not stop until we are a soup without 
any diversity, any identity, numbered cattle. People need to look beyond 
themselves, their genitalia and their passions. People need to look at matters 
holistically. For instance, I myself am Aryan. For this reason, I protect my Race, 
but I hold exceptional respect for other Gentile Races as well.  
 
See Hitler and Nazism not only as persons but as concepts and political spiritual 
ideologies that can be adjusted to Gentile Races and through which you can 
govern yourselves. I see many people who are Blacks and they have this 
complexity about Race. 
 
Nobody ever deemed you enemies, inferior, whatever. Certainly not the Nazis. 
You have fallen in deception by the jews and the suffering of your Black Brothers 
is due to the kikes. Not Whites. Whites like Lincoln tried to free Blacks from 
Slavery and the slave traders and those who staged this was for the most part 
jews. Like any other Gentile Race, you have a Leader and Leaders, people of all 
orientations. 



They keep members of your Race blind and fighting everyone, making them 
alienated even with themselves or their fellows. As Whites you have fell victims 
under the same enemy, the jew. For that reason, they enforce mixing and 
everything as to weaken us all in the end. As for people who are mixed, gravitate 
to the side you represent and feel at home with. We are building something 
above ourselves Brothers and Sisters in Satan. Also, whoever is with us is a very 
important being so do NOT stress over minor, bullshit details.  
 
Open yourselves up with meditation and it will all unveil for you. Have no worries. 
As long as you are Gentile you are and will always be in the family of Satan and 
none will oppress you harm you or whatever. This is what the kikes do to their 
fellows. If you want to know, in NS Germany many generals were Germanic but 
also many were mixed or from other countries. Rudolf Hess was born in 
Alexandria for instance. Neither is Nazism for Blondes and Blue-eyed persons. 
This is what the enemy pushes so you will get deceived and hate that Races they 
currently aim to destroy. Wake up or you will be next.  
 
Was Hitler blonde, or was Jesse Owens treated without Respect in Germany? 
Open your eyes to facts and let none of the liars deceive you. Satan loves his 
children and his faithful ones. Have no worries of such low level. 
 
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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Reply from Denniswhicher: 
 
I think the races can adapt to different conditions. However, there are basic 
requirements. Sunlight, and vitamin D in particular, is a limiting factor. Unless 
Asians and Negroes can find another source of vitamin D, they are going to have 
a difficult time coping where the sun is weak. And Whites are going to need 
protection against the fierce tropical sun near the equator, even if the seasons 
are not there.  Even without the bitter cold and stifling heat, the sun is weaker 
near the poles. 
 
 
And, as I have said, "regions" do not have limits. A region can become infinite--
going beyond the earth onto other planets, and even in other dimensions. All 
three races can expand their regions to infinity, and they can trade values 
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(though hopefully, caste systems will limit how much genetic trading occurs). 
Regardless, they can adapt. A diet high in vitamin D helps Asian Eskimos cope 
with low sunlight that far north, and all three races can explore infinity within the 
ranges of conditions they are suited for. 
 
Except, that is, for kikes. Those things are what places limits on us. They ruin 
everything, so it is time for us to ruin them. Their region, unlike those of the other 
races, should be strictly defined as the boundaries of their own country and no 
values are to be traded in or out. They have adapted physically to inhabit (and 
infest) the whole world--they can adapt to PISSrael and stay there, for all I care, 
while they adapt to being dead. 


